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Feature selection is method for choosing meaningful and good features among a large number of
features. Typical feature selection methods assume that if a feature is useful, samples in same class
have similar values and samples in other classes have different values. Or if a quantity of information
between feature and class is large, the feature is thought to be useful. However, samples in same
classes do not always indicate that the samples have values in just one similar range. It is possible that
samples in same classes have different values in various ranges. If a data set has this various
characteristic, reflecting it to a method might be helpful. FSAVD(Feature Selection Method Applying
Variation of Data) is a novel approach that uses wavelet transform to find different clustered values of
the data which has various characteristic, and based on this measure, FSAVD can choose useful
features.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the medical technology advances, the average age has risen all over the world.
The management of disease gets accordingly important. Among those diseases there
are cancers. Since biological data like ones related to cancer have quite a lot of
attributes and many worthless attributes, feature selection method is often used to
reduce the number of attributes and to remove worthless ones. The typical feature
selection methods are relief-A and symmetrical uncertainty. Relief-A is to first
select attributes that differ much in attributes’ values between classes, and
symmetrical uncertainty chooses attributes that have most information on between
attributes and classes. However, these methods do not consider the data which have
varieties. The data which have varieties mean that though the samples belong to the
same class, they do not have the same value (Figure 1). Normally, it is impossible
to draw fine attributes from them with the ordinary feature selection method. Hence,
we propose FSAVD which can reflect the varieties of data. FSAVD is to select good
features through 4 steps. The first step is to arrange the gene expression levels in
each class according to size. It is a pre-step to collect samples banded with wavelet
transform. In the second step, Wavelet transform is applied to 2-level. The status of
data can be checked as applying Wavelet transform. After Wavelet transform, it has
a function that removes the sections which have more values than the threshold.
And then, third step is to calculate the averages of sets in each class and to find the
degree of dispersion. The bigger the degree of dispersion, the more various aspects
the attribute can reflect. The last forth step is to extract k number of attributes
according to the degree of dispersion. FSAVD is a new approach method that has
not been used, and it can reflect variation of data.
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Figure 1. Gene expression levels in PLXNB1 : RNU22 gene fusion from GSE 15484 data.

In this figure, x-axis represents each sample and y-axis represents gene
expression levels. The figure shows gene expression levels from gene fusion in
one class (aggressive cancer).

2. RELATED WORKS
2.1 Relief-A
Let’s suppose that there are data sets which consist of two classes and a number of
attributes. If a certain attribute in the data sets is useful, the samples in that same
class have the similar values and the samples in other classes have different values.
Relief is a feature selection method based on attribute estimation in this way [2].
The pseudo code is shown below to explain the logic of this method:
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FOREACH Randomly selected sample S DO
Find nearest hit H and nearest miss M
FOREACH Attributes DO
W[A] = W[A] – diff(A, S, H)/n + diff(A, S, M)/n
END
END

In this method, first we randomly extract one sample S from data sets, and then
search for the nearest hit H from the same class and the nearest miss M from the
other class by use of Euclidean distance method. The difference between S and H is
subtracted from the weight value of each attribute and the difference between S and
M is added to the weight value of each attribute. This process is for selecting the
attributes which have less difference from the sample in the same class and also
have bigger difference from the samples in the other classes. Therefore, the higher
the final weighted value, the more useful the attribute is.
If, however, the samples tend to have the same values or have many noisy attributes,
selecting only one nearest neighbor may produce a wrong result. Relief-A is the
method that applies K-Nearest Neighbor method to the searching process to
improve this issue [1]. While Relief searches for one nearest hit and one miss,
Relief-A searches for k number of neighbors, which a user sets, in each class, and
then the weighted value is calculated by use of averaging the attribute values of
neighbors. It helps to reduce noise in data.
2.2 Symmetrical uncertainty
The useful attribute in classification algorithm is the attribute that has necessary
information on classifying classes. If an attribute has necessary information on
classifying classes, that attribute is strongly correlated with the classes: the
interdependency between the attribute and the classes is high. The useful attribute
should also be distinguished from other attributes. If there exist a number of
attributes which appear to have similar aspects, the usefulness of the attribute gets
lowered.
Here we can use information gain to measure the correlations between an attribute
and a class, and between attributes. Information gain can represent the amount of
the correlated information between two variables based on the entropy theory of a
measure of the uncertainty associated with a random variable [4]. The entropy of
variable X can be written as
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Once we notice that there exists another variable Y, we can write the entropy of
variable X as
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Information gain between variable X and variable Y is the value of the entropy of
variable X that is offset by the entropy of variable X conditional on Y. That is,
IG(X|Y) = H(X) – H(X|Y). At this time, the information gain is symmetrical
because IG(X|Y) = IG(Y|X) holds true. Therefore, mutual information is another
word for information gain. This kind of symmetry is essential for calculating the
inter-correlation between attributes.
However, the information gain has a weak point that the information gain can grow
big because more instances means bigger entropy the variable has: when a variable
X has more instances xi, then the variable X has bigger entropy. Hence, there is a
problem that a variable can be given higher rank only because it has more instances.
Also, the fact that the information gain varies according to the number of instance,
means that any normalization hasn’t been done in order to help to compare
information gains of each different variable.
Symmetrical Uncertainty is a measure that can overcome the weakness of
information gain [3]. The problem caused by being not normalized can be solved if
we divide the information gain by the sum of the entropy of each variable.
Symmetrical Uncertainty can be expressed as
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This method can deal with the unbalanced factors because it divides the entropy of
that variable even if the number of variables varies, and since the value of
Symmetrical Uncertainty becomes normalized into a range of 0 and 1, it is possible
to compare between information gains.
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3. METH
HODS
3.1 Sortiing in ascending order
Sorting values
v
in eacch feature is nneeded to search clustereed parts of saample values.
In this p aper, we sortted the valuees in ascendin
ng order (Fig
gure 2). Afterr the sorting,
m
be revvealed which have greaat differencess among thee
the clusttered parts might
sample values.
v
Sorting is preproocessing phasse to know the clusteredd parts using
g
wavelet transform.
t

Figure 22. Example of ascending sort

F indicattes feature an
nd S indicatess sample.

3.2 Applying wavelett transform
In the firrst phase, wee sorted the s ample valuess of feature in ascending order. In thiss
phase, we
w can find th
he clustered parts of sam
mple values. Applying
A
2-llevel wavelett
transform
m to sorted seequence. Theen variable a1
1, d1, a2, and
d d2 are prodduced (Figuree
3). In thhis paper, wee used d2 to find the clustered parts. d2 represennts how largee
differencces among the separated pparts. Thereffore, if we calculate absollute values off
d2 and discarding
d
values which are bigger than thresho
old, we can get only thee
clusteredd parts we wanted
w
to knnow (Figure 4). Thresho
old can be ccalculated ass
(maximuum |d2| value – minimum |d2| value) / 2.
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Figure 3. Examplee of applying 2-level wavelet trransform

Figure 4. Example
E
of disccarding values which
w
are bigge
er than thresholdd

3.3 Calcuulating degreee of dispersiion
After disscarding outliier parts, the others are beelieved to refflect the variaation of data.
In the thiird phase, wee have to deteermine which
h feature has large differeences among
the clustered parts. We
W developedd the measuree to calculate this problem
m which is
called deegree of dispeersion.
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Degree of dispersion is sum of differences among the clustered parts of different
classes. If the differences among clustered parts of different classes are larger, the
variation of data can be easy to be discovered. Therefore, the larger the difference
among the clustered parts, the better the feature is.
3.4 Choosing k-top features
If the degrees of dispersion are clearly calculated, choosing k-top features which
have high degrees of dispersion is needed. k is user-dependent variable and the ktop features that have high degrees of dispersion are meaningful and useful features
which reflect variation characteristic of the data.

4. CONCLUSION
The world is rapidly changing now and data which are influenced by real world is
becoming more complex. In this manner, variations of data are also revealed in
many situations. Almost of these complex data need feature selection but most
methods do not reflect the variation characteristic. We proposed novel approach
FSAVD which can reflect the variation characteristic. FSAVD can find the clustered
parts of data and discard the other useless pieces.
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